
From the iconic architecture of its mosques and palaces to its breathtaking
natural beauty, Uzbekistan has something to offer for every traveller.

A beautiful country filled with stunning landscapes, rich history
exquisite artistry &  warm hospitality.
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"This is a MUST-SEE country, I rate it in the top 10 of the 124 countries I have visited"
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SAMARKAND

TASHKENT

Samarkand's stunning new International
Airport has opened the gateway for tourists
to discover one of the oldest inhabited cities
in the world. One of the key reasons to visit
Samarkand is its rich historical significance
as a crucial stop on the legendary Silk Road,
a network of ancient trade routes which
brought together cultures, goods, and ideas
from different corners of the world. As you
wander through the streets of Samarkand,
you will find yourself immersed in the
centuries-old tales and legends that were
born from this remarkable exchange. From
magnificent mosques and intricate
mausoleums to breathtaking madrasas and
mesmerising bazaars, the remnants of
Samarkand's glorious past are waiting to be
discovered.

Globebleu has first hand experience of all these amazing destinations which
means we are able to provide you with a first class, truly memorable trip

Discover the enchanting capital city
where history seamlessly intertwines with
modernity. Taking in the main attractions,
you will experience the wow factor on
every corner from the preserved charm of
the ancient Old City, to the world’s most
stunning metro system with astounding
art and architecture. When it comes to
modern landmarks, Tashkent does not
disappoint the Independence Square,
flanked by majestic government buildings
and fountains, showcases the city's
contemporary architecture. For food
enthusiasts, the Uzbek cuisine is a true
delight with its rich flavours and unique
ingredients, so whether you're captivated
by Tashkent's historical charm,
architectural wonders, or its culinary
delights, this city is a treasure waiting to
be explored and when its time to leave,
the modern high speed train makes your
journey quick and comfortable.



A jewel of Uzbekistan with architecture that will
leave you breathless. One of Bukhara's
fascinating aspects is its rich Jewish heritage.
Explore the historic Jewish Quarter where
merchants and scholars thrived for centuries.
Discover the hauntingly beautiful synagogues
and delve into the city's Jewish history that
spans over a thousand years.
As you wander through the narrow streets, be
prepared to encounter whimsical puppets
brought to life by skilful puppeteers. Whether it's
a traditional puppet show or vibrant street
performances, you'll be enchanted by the
colourful characters and stories that guide you
through Bukhara's history and folklore. Visit gold
and silversmithing workshops where master
artisans meticulously transform precious metals
into extraordinary works of art.

Khiva is a captivating destination and UNESCO
World Heritage site that is essentially an open-air
museum with over 50 historical sites to see in the
Old City. As you wander through the narrow
streets prepare to be captivated by the stunning
woodwork that adorns the majestic buildings.
Skilled craftsmen have meticulously carved
intricate patterns and motifs reflecting the city's
rich architectural heritage whilst cotton and silk
workshops showcase the masterful artistry as
vibrant threads are delicately woven into
luxurious fabrics, creating stunning works of art
that has shaped its culture for centuries. A
journey to Khiva promises an unforgettable
exploration of art, tradition, and the living legacy
of the Silk Road.

BUKHARA

KHIVA

Independence Square
Amir Temur Square
Museum of Timurids’ 
Museum of Art 
Navoi Opera 
Ballet Theatre
Tomb of Imam Abu Bakr Muhammad-El-Kaffal
Shashi 
Mui Mubarak Seminary, home to the oldest
K

Bibi-Khanum the largest mosque in central Asia 
Silk needleworks
Traditional mulberry paper making 
Silk carpet factory
Bread making masterclass
Folklore & fashion show
Travel the Great Silk Road
Shopping at Chorsu bazaar 
Museum of Bukhara Puppets 



The dazzling capital Baku promises a fusion of old-world
charm and modern allure. Explore the captivating Old City,
a UNESCO World Heritage site, with ancient mosques, and

ornate palaces. Baku offers a unique array of attractions and
experiences from pristine beaches to modern and ancient

architectural marvels. Food lovers will delight in its culinary
scene whilst night-owls can enjoy a plethora of trendy bars,

clubs and restaurants.

WHAT TO BRING

APRIL & MAY
SEPTEMBER TO NOVEMBER 

WEATHER
Mean Temperatures:

April 16 degrees 
May 21 degrees

September 20 degrees
October 13 degrees

November 13 degrees 
 July is the hottest  month whilst  
January and February are coldest

As Uzbekistan is predominantly a
Muslim country visitors should

dress conservatively with shorts or
skirts being below the knee. Short

sleeves are accepted but when
visiting a mosque, sleeves should
pass the elbow. Swimming attire

for hotel pools and some lakes and  
comfortable walking footwear.

BEST TIME TO TRAVEL

Kyrgyzstan 

Azerbaijan

Prepare to be mesmerised by the stunning landscapes and
natural beauty of Kyrgyzstan. One of its crown jewels is the
breathtaking Issyk-Kul Lake, a shimmering turquoise gem.

This picturesque destination offers an array of nature
activities, stunning waterfalls, sandy beaches and thrilling

water adventures.  Encounter unique wildlife, and be
captivated by this unspoiled corner of the world.

During the spring (April to May)
and autumn (September to early
November Uzbekistan is typically

warm and dry with pleasant
temperatures for sightseeing.

There are many local festivals in
the spring and holidays are:
9th May - Day of Memory &

Honour
1st September - Independence

Day


